
EXCEL CHEAT SHEET 

Math 

=SUM(J3,J4,J7)    Adds multiple cells (not necessarily in order) together 

=SUM(J3:J8)    Adds a range of cells together 

=SUMIFS(J3:J8,I3:I8,”Swimming”)  Adds numbers in column based on conditions in a different column 

=COUNT(B3:B13)     Counts cells with numbers in a range 

=COUNTA(B3:B13)    Counts cells with any characters (non-empty cells) in a range 

=COUNTIFS(I3:I8,”Swimming”)  Counts cells containing a specific word, number, etc. 

=AVERAGE(B3:B13)    Returns the average value of cells within in a range 

=AVERAGEIFS(I3:I8,”Swimming”)  Returns the average value of cells containing a specific word, number, etc. 

=RANK.EQ(C2,C2:C52)   Returns the rank of a number from its position in a range of numbers 

 

Dates 

=TODAY()     Inserts today’s date 

=DAYS(B30,A30)    Calculates the number of days between dates in two different cells 

=NETWORKDAYS(B30,A30)  Calculates the number of workdays (M-F) between dates 

=MONTH(B30)    Calculates the month  

 

Clean Your Data 

=LEN(A2)    Counts the number of characters in a cell including spaces and punctuation 

=TRIM(A17)     Deletes extra spaces, except for one space between words 

=LOWER(A2)    Converts all characters in a cell to lowercase 

=UPPER(A2)    Converts all characters in a cell to uppercase 

=PROPER(A2)    Converts all characters in a cell to proper case 

=CONCATENATE(A2,A3,A4)  Joins the content of multiple cells into one 

=VALUE(A2)    Converts a text value into a number 

=FIND(“x”,A2)    Returns position of the first instance of a character (case-sensitive) from a cell 

=LEFT(A2,3)    Returns a certain number of characters from the beginning of a cell 

=RIGHT(A2,3)    Returns a certain number of characters from the end of a cell 

=MID(A2,3,3)    Returns a certain number of characters from a cell from a specific position 

 

Work With Your Data 

=RAND()     Creates a random number between 0 and 1 

=IF(A2<18,”Youth”,”Adult”)   Evaluate a cell and returns one value if the condition is met or another if not 

=VLOOKUP(E5,A5:C9,3,FALSE)  Returns the corresponding results from a specific column (3) within a range of  
     data (A5:C9) that corresponds with the value in the initial cell (E5) 

 

Helpful Shortcuts 

Ctrl + X  Cut 

Ctrl + C  Copy 

Ctrl + V  Paste 

Ctrl + A  Select All 

Shift + Space Select entire row 

Ctrl + Space Select entire column 

 

=A1  Relative cell reference (will change column 
  & row when copying & pasting) 

=$A1  Column is absolute, row is relative 

=A$1  Column is relative, row is absolute 

=$A$1  Absolute cell reference (won’t change no 
  matter where you paste it) 
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